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Abstract—Long identifier brings low packet forwarding efficiency in Internet of Things (IoT), whereas short identifier may
suffer from the exhaustion of identifier space. Compared with
fixed-length identifiers (e.g., IPv4 and IPv6), flexible identifiers
are expected for balancing the packet processing efficiency with
the various IoT scales. However, it is challenging to make IoT
support the flexible identifier-based forwarding. In this letter, we
firstly proposed a novel variable-length identifier (VLI) solution
for interconnecting IoT networks. In particular, a VLI datagram header is designed to effectively support a flexible identifier
field. Following a basic VLI header, one (multiple) extension
header(s) can be added if require. Each extension header includes
a fixed-size identifier field. According to the combination of
multiple identifier fields, the variable-length identifier can be
easily achieved, resolved and supported by the IoT nodes in a
flexible way. Experimental results show that VLI can decrease
the processing delay effectively.
Index Terms—Flexible identifiers, VLI, processing delay, IoT.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTERNET of Things (IoT) has driven billions of devices
connected to the Internet. Along with this growth, more and
more IoT nodes can “talk” with each other via various existing or new network identifiers. As the most classic identifying
system, IPv4 address has been widely applied to identifying
each IoT device [1]. Thubert and Cragie presented using IPv6
identifiers over IoT devices by IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless
Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) [2]. Besides, the 16-bit
ZigBee identifier was recommended for wireless dynamic sensor network (WDSN) [3]. However, these identifying systems
are with separated address space and protocols, which bring
big troubles in compatibility and interoperability.
On the other hand, the aforementioned fixed-length identifiers have drawbacks to meet different requirements in
heterogeneous IoT networks. A short identifer is insufficient for vast numbers of devices in large-scale IoT [4]. For
example, IPv4 addresses are just 32 bits long, which are
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inherently limited to 4.3 billion unique combinations before
becoming exhausted [5]. Although the Network Address
Translation (NAT) technology can relieve this tense situation, it is still challenging to cope with the exponentially
increasing IoT devices. IPv6 addresses have a larger identifier
space. However, it is wasteful if we use a long identifier for
small-scale IoT networks, e.g., 128-bit is too long for identifying only 100 IoT nodes. What is worse, a long identifier
would lower packet forwarding efficiency and waste bandwidth. Therefore, why not to finish an efficient variable-length
identifier to adapt to various IoT scenarios and be compatible
with each other?
Flexible identifiers are expected to accommodate different
demands in the booming area of IoT. For example, it can
balance the packet processing efficiency with the IoT scale.
If a light packet header is required in IoT cases [6]–[8], a
flexible identifier can transfer to a short form itself, which
can guarantee the high packet process efficiency. On the contrary, a long form can be transferred for a large-scale global
network [9]. This also resolves both the scalability problem
and the inefficiency of address spaces [10]. In fact, the view
of variable length addresses was once discussed in early
1990s, but did not achieve unanimity then [11]. Our previous
work also proposed to use the smart identifier mapping to be
compatible with heterogeneous networking paradigms [12].
Recently, Ren et al. presented a hierarchical structure of
flexible address system with an infinite address space [13].
However, there is still many practical issues to consider before
deploying flexible identifiers [14]. One key issue is how to
make IoT devices communicate with each other using flexible identifiers and how to design the flexible identifier based
forwarding.
This letter firstly proposes a complete Variable-Length
Identifier (VLI) solution, includes the recommended packet
header and forwarding mechanism, for interconnecting
various-scale IoT networks. Particularly, we focus on designing a novel datagram header (in network layer) to support
a flexible field of identifier. A complete VLI identifer is
dependent with both basic header and extension header. Each
extension header has an identifier field with the fixed size,
which can combine to get variable-length identifier. In this
way, IoT devices could easily implement the flexible field
without updating their fixed firmware. The main contributions
are summarized as follows:
• First, we propose a novel Variable-Length Identifier for
interconnecting IoT networks. The VLI header and its
extension header are also introduced to support a flexible
identifier based forwarding.
• Second, we formulate and analyze the VLI extensionheader-size optimization problem, and introduce how to
splice extension headers.
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The VLI datagram header.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

The VLI datagram extension headers.

Third, we implement the VLI solution through P41 language and share the source codes. Experimental results
show VLI decreases the packet processing time by 10.4%.
The remainder of this letter is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the VLI header and analyzes an optimal
header size. Section III evaluates the performance. Finally,
Section IV concludes this letter.
•

II. VLI S OLUTION
A. VLI Header and Extension Header
This section designs a set of VLI header and extension
header to effectively support a flexible field of identifier. Why
do we choose this structure? In terms of engineering practice,
there is no variable to directly store a variable-length content. Therefore, it is not practical to use a variable for VLI.
Motivated by the railway carriages, a variable-length identifier
can be comprised with a number of fix-length sub-identifiers.
This design can be easily implemented and supported in the
resource constrained IoT devices.
Fig. 1 shows a sample of VLI datagram header, in which
a Source-Identifier-Length (SIL) field is used to indicate
the length of source identifier, a Destination-Identifier-Length
(DIL) field is for the length of destination identifier, and a
Next-Header (NH) field is used to support the VLI extension header. Source/Destination-Identifier fields store the basic
identifiers. As an example, the VLI basic header defines a
32-bit identifier. It is worth noting that the length also can
be 8-bit, 16-bit or with other longer size. Fig. 2 depicts the
VLI extension header which is followed one by one for a
specific length of identifier. The size of each VLI extension
header will be introduced and analyzed in the next subsection. Aside from these new features, the state parameters are
created for recording state parameters, e.g., a hop limit of a
packet, an ingress/egress interface of the packet, and a timestamp of processing the packet. Similar with the IPv6 protocol,
the Version field indicates the VLI protocol version, the SliceID field carries the information about the types of the traffics,
and the Payload-Length field indicates the size of the payload
in octets. Moreover, the Flow-Label field is created for better
supporting real-time application services. It can also be used
to detect spoofed packets.
1 P4: https://p4.org/.

A simple VLI forwarding process.

B. Extension-Header-Size Optimization Problem
A flexible identifier is realized by following multiple VLI
extension headers, the size of which is an open problem. On
one hand, if the size is too large, it introduces many redundant
bits (e.g., an 8-bit identifier is required, but the extensionheader-size is 32-bit), which causes a degraded efficiency. On
the other hand, if the size is too small, then many extension
headers are followed one by one for a specific length of identifier, which brings long processing delay. Therefore, we can
formulate the VLI extension-header-size problem and analyze
the optimal solution.
We first model the process of packet forwarding by the P4
software switch (Behavioral Model, BMv2), which is programmable and protocol-independent for easily supporting
various novel network protocols. Typically, the switch forwarding process, which is shown in Fig. 3, can be divided
into four parts: parser, ingress, egress and deparser. In the
parser period, the packet headers (including basic header and
extension headers) are parsed, which takes variable time due to
different number and size of the extension headers. We denote
the parser processing time as ϕ(x , y, i ), whereas x is the extension header size, y is the number of extension headers, and i
is the instruction cycle time. Assuming a network requires z
bits identifiers, the relationship between x, y, z can be denoted
as xy ≤ z < x(y + 1). In the ingress period, the switch assembles each extension header using the Next-Header field in
the VLI header, and its processing time can be denoted by
η(x , y, i ). The switch does nothing for the extension headers
in the egress period, and the processing time is αi . Moreover,
in the deparser period, the switch takes γ(x , y, i ) time to serialize the basic headers, extension headers and the payload.
Therefore, the total time of forwarding a packet in the switch
can be denoted by:
dx = ϕ(x , y, i ) + η(x , y, i ) + γ(x , y, i ) + αi

(1)

In our designed VLI, the maximum identifier size is 256
bits and the basic header has a 32-bit identifier. Supposing
that the number of packets within networks of different z is
the same as each other, the average delay of forwarding a VLI
header by the switch can be expressed by:
d̄x =

256
1 
dx , 8 ≤ x ≤ 224
256

(2)

z =1

and the extension-header-size optimization problem can be
formulated as follows:
d̄x
min (
+ r̄ )
(3)
d̄max
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Pseudocode 1: Solving the Integer Programming Problem
Initialization: x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, ( d̄ d̄x + r̄ )[M ] = 0
max
1. Procedure Find_Optimal_Extension_Header_Size()
2. for x = 0 : 8 : 224 do
3.
for z = 1 : 1 : 256 do
4.
Let y : xy ≤ z < x(y + 1)
5.
d[x][z] <= switch.getDelay(x,z), r[z] = (xy − z)
6.
d̄ [x ] = AVERAGE (d [x ][z ]), r̄ = AVERAGE (r [z ])
d̄ [x ]
7. d̄max = MAX (d̄ [x ]), ( d̄ d̄x + r̄ )[x ] = ( d̄
+ r̄ )
max

max

8. return optimal_exheader_size = MIN(( d̄ d̄x + r̄ )[x ])
max
9. end Procedure

subject to:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨


r̄ = 256
z =1 (xy − z )
xy ≤ z < x (y + 1)
8 ≤ x ≤ 224
x
mod 8 = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
x
=
0,
y
= 0, if z ≤ 32
⎪
⎩
x , y, z ∈ N

whereas r̄ denotes the average redundant bits of the extension header, d̄max denotes the maximum average delay using
different extension-header-size. Owing to the requirements of
the BMv2 switch, each header size must be integer multiple
of eight. Besides, there does not need the extension headers when the network scale is smaller than 232 because the
VLI basic header has a 32-bit identifier field. The aforementioned problem is an integer programming problem with
limited range, therefore, the optimal solution can be found
easily by conducting the Pseudocode 1.
C. Splicing Extension Headers
As an example, we assume a 56-bit identifier field in the
VLI extension header to implement any length of identifier.
When the Next-Header field is 0x80, a VLI extension header
named Source Splicing Extension Header (SSEH) is followed
with the basic header. The SSEH includes an 8-bit NextHeader field and a 56-bit Source-Identifier field. When the
Next-Header field is 0x90, the basic header follows with a
Destination Splicing Extension Header (DSEH). The DSEH
includes an 8-bit Next-Header field and a 56-bit DestinationIdentifier field. Using such two VLI extension headers, any
length of an identifier can be implemented. For example, if a
64-bit source/destination identifier is required for a network,
a VLI basic header and an SSEH/DSEH are enough for the
requirement. If the basic header has a 32-bit identifier, other 32
(64 minus 32) bits of the SSEH/DSEH identifier field are available. One extension header is required. Moreover, if a 140-bit
source identifier is required for a network, a VLI basic header
and two SSEHs/DSEHs are enough for the requirement.
III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Using the popular P4 language, we implement the VLI
mechanism and evaluate the optimal extension-header-size by
series of experiments.2 Besides, the performance analysis are
2 Codes for VLI are available: https://github.com/KB00100100/VLI.

Fig. 4.

The experimental topology.
TABLE I
L INK PARAMETERS IN AT&T T OPOLOGY

executed and compared in terms of processing delay when
using different length of identifiers.
A. Experimental Setup
As shown in Fig. 4, the experiment is carried out in a realistic large-scale topology (namely AT&T). Particularly, the
AT&T topology has 625 IoT nodes which can be classified
into three categories (IoT clients, IoT gateways and IoT backbones) based on different degrees. There are 296 IoT clients
in the topology. Each of them has a degree less than four and
at least one link connected to the IoT gateway. Those nodes
directly connected to IoT clients are classified as IoT gateway
(221 such nodes in total). Each of them has at least one link
connected to the IoT client and one link connected to other
IoT gateways or the IoT backbones. The remaining 108 nodes
are called IoT backbone nodes, which have different number
of links connected to various IoT gateways. Besides, the links
between IoT clients, gateways and backbones have different
parameters. The link parameter details are listed in Table I.
B. Optimal Extension-Header-Size
We conduct a test on the optimal extension-header-size and
compare the results with the theoretical analysis introduced
in Section II. Besides, there are seven different sizes of VLI
extension header, from 16-bit to 256-bit in our experiments.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. Particularly,
the dots marked with different shapes are the raw data of
(d̄x /d̄max + r̄ ). It is difficult to find the relationship between
those dots. Therefore, we give the average values of different VLI extension-header-size and plot them using various
dash lines. The results are shown in dash lines and marked
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of identifiers. Regarding the medians of processing delay, the
values for 8-bit, 32-bit, 96-bit, 128-bit, 192-bit and 240-bit are
around 0.67ms, 0.69ms, 0.73ms, 0.74ms, 0.80ms and 0.83ms,
respectively. The blue dash line shows the trend of processing
delay, which indicates a longer VLI brings a longer processing
delay. Compared with IPv6 address with a size of 128-bit,
the 8-bit VLI identifier can decrease the processing delay by
10.4%. Above all, it can improve the processing efficiency by
using VLIs for different scales of networks.
Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

The optimal VLI extension-header-size.

The processing delay with different VLIs.

with different types of forms such as circles, asterisks, and
squares. Particularly, as Fig. 5(a) shows, the dash lines in 24bit, 56-bit and 88-bit are all over the dash line marked with
‘+’. That means the average delay and redundant bits of the
24-bit, 56-bit and 88-bit are larger than the 120-bit ones. In
other words, when the VLI extension-header-size is 120 bits,
it has a lower average delay and less redundant bits than the
VLI extension header with size of 24-bit, 56-bit and 88-bit.
Besides, as Fig. 5(b) shows, the ordinate values of dash lines in
152-bit, 184-bit and 216-bit are all over 1.2, which are larger
than 120-bit ones (approximatively 1.1 in Fig. 5(a)). That is,
the 120-bit VLI extension header has the lowest average delay
and redundant bits compared with other sizes of VLI extension
header. This experiment shows a method to select the length
of extension header.
C. Processing Delay With Different VLIs
To verify the processing delay for different VLIs, a comparison experiment between various length of identifiers is
implemented in the AT&T topology. Particularly, the IoT backbone network has 108 nodes, therefore, an 8-bit VLI can
satisfy the IoT backbone network requirement (28 = 256 >
108). Such an 8-bit identifier can be provided by the VLI
basic header without using any extension header. We use the
ingress and egress timestamps provided by the BMv2 switch
to measure the processing delay for 8-bit, 32-bit, 128-bit and
192-bit identifiers. Fig. 6(a) shows the results from a random
IoT backbone node. The 8-bit VLI, represented in the blue
line, has the lowest processing delay compared with 32-bit,
128-bit and 192-bit VLI. In other words, the larger size is, the
longer processing delay has.
Besides, we collect the processing delay data of all IoT
backbone nodes and display them using the boxplot. Fig. 6(b)
depicts the distribution of processing delay for different length

IV. C ONCLUSION
This letter has designed a novel VLI header to support a
flexible field of identifier. Based on this, an extension-headersize optimization problem has been solved to minimize the
packet processing delay. Besides, this letter has implemented
the VLI header using the popular P4 language, also evaluated
its performance in terms of processing delay. In the future
work, we will integrate a VLI mapping mechanism to realize the communication between heterogeneous networks with
different length of identifiers. Besides, more applications for
assigning various length of identifiers will be implemented.
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